Current Open Positions
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POSITION

Architectural Conservator Project Manager (PM)// Historic Specialist Project Manager

EMPLOYER

Aeon Preservation Services, LLC

TYPE

Professional Opportunity

LOCATION

Washington, DC

Aeon Preservation Services LLC (Aeon) was established to provide high-quality technical preservation
services with one objective: to bridge the gap between building owners, architects, and contractors in
the pursuit and execution of high-quality preservation projects at unique historic, iconic buildings and
monuments nationwide. Aeon provides design/build services, construction management, and
conservation, including implementation. In addition to design phase services, we perform pre-design
investigations and materials testing, construction observation, and quality control services. Building on
a decades-long career in providing technical conservation services to the design community, our mission
is to apply this expertise in collaborating with some of the best contractors in their respective trades and
specialties to achieve world-class project planning and execution for historic properties and
monuments. Our current projects include the Renwick Gallery of Art, Old Executive Office Building,
Freer Gallery of Art, and the Mel Fisher Museum, to name a few. We are looking for someone to help us
manage our abundant workload.
Architectural Conservation Firm seeking Architectural Conservator Project Manager/Historic Specialist
Project Manager. We are looking for a wide range of expertise and capabilities to help us provide
services such as conservation, architectural documentation, design, specification writing, construction
project management, and quality control. You will assist the Principals and the Sr. Historic Specialists or
Sr. Conservators. When assigned a specific project, you may be asked to provide project supervision for
construction activities and monitor work. You will also aid in the implementation of work and must
provide documentation of the work progress with photographs and field reports. The ability to work
with contractors and represent our firm to our clients is essential. You will be required to obtain a
government security badge. You must understand the construction record keeping and reporting
process, including a construction diary, submittals, RFI’s, progress meetings, field reports, mock-ups,
document deliveries, safety, etc. You should be comfortable working on scaffolding and swing stage and
wear appropriate attire. This job will require physical work, including climbing, standing for up to 8
hours, kneeling, the ability to lift and carry up to 50-pounds, and aiding subcontractors in various tasks.
We work on both indoor and outdoor projects in all weather conditions.
The candidate must have a graduate degree in Historic Preservation or substantial experience in
construction on historic projects. A concentration in architectural conservation is preferred, but
construction experience is necessary. The candidate must have a minimum of 2 years of construction
project management experience and be familiar with construction project safety requirements. The
candidate must have a minimum of 2 years of construction project management experience and be
familiar with construction project safety requirements. While a graduate degree with concentrations in
architectural conservation is preferred, relevant experience in allied fields will be considered. Hands-on
experience in the field of preservation and construction will be regarded above all.
Salary commensurate with experience. We offer a paid time off, health care stipend, and 401k plan.
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Aeon Preservation Services, LLC is based in Bladensburg, MD, just a few miles from the US Capital (where
we have worked on many projects over the years). Although most of our projects are located in
Washington, DC, we occasionally travel to places like Key West.
Aeon participates in the government’s E-Verify system. Covid-19 Policy: New or prospective U.S.
employees must provide proof of complete and full vaccination following the latest guidance by the
CDC on their commencement of employment.

HOW TO
APPLY

Send a letter of interest, references, and resume to Lane M. Burritt, Principal Aeon Preservation
Services LLC. If we are interested in your candidacy, we will ask for a writing sample prior to
interviews; a treatment report is preferred.
If qualifications do not meet minimum standards for the position, you will not be contacted.

ADDRESS

4703 Annapolis Road
Bladensburg, MD 20710
info@aeonpreservation.com
Phone: 301-467-8734, Fax: 301-563-9309
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Updated 4/25/2022

POSITION

Sr. Architectural Conservator Project Manager (PM)// Sr. Historic Specialist Project
Manager

EMPLOYER

Aeon Preservation Services, LLC

TYPE

Professional Opportunity

LOCATION

Washington, DC

Aeon Preservation Services LLC (Aeon) was established to provide high-quality technical preservation
services with one objective: to bridge the gap between building owners, architects, and contractors in
the pursuit and execution of high-quality preservation projects at unique historic, iconic buildings and
monuments nationwide. Aeon provides design/build services, construction management, and
conservation, including implementation. In addition to design phase services, we perform pre-design
investigations and materials testing, construction observation, and quality control services. Building on
a decades-long career in providing technical conservation services to the design community, our mission
is to apply this expertise in collaborating with some of the best contractors in their respective trades and
specialties to achieve world-class project planning and execution for historic properties and
monuments. Our current projects include the Renwick Gallery of Art, Old Executive Office Building,
Freer Gallery of Art, and the Mel Fisher Museum, to name a few. We are looking for someone to help us
manage our abundant workload.
Architectural Conservation Firm seeking Senior Architectural Conservator Project Manager/ Senior
Historic Specialist Project Manager. We are looking for someone experienced in providing services such
as conservation, architectural documentation, design, specification writing, construction project
management, budgets, and quality control. We both implement and oversee work by others. You will
provide project supervision for construction activities and manage subcontractors. The ability to work
with contractors and represent our firm to our clients is essential. You may manage our intern and
lower-level positions. You will be required to obtain a government security badge. You must understand
the construction record keeping and reporting process, including a construction diary, submittals, RFI’s,
progress meetings, field reports, mock-ups, document deliveries, safety, etc. You should be comfortable
working on scaffolding and swing stage and wear appropriate attire. This job will require physical work,
including climbing, standing for up to 8 hours, kneeling, the ability to lift and carry up to 50-pounds, and
aiding subcontractors in various tasks. We work on both indoor and outdoor projects in all weather
conditions.
The candidate must have a graduate degree in Historic Preservation or substantial experience in
construction on historic projects. A concentration in architectural conservation is preferred, but
construction experience is necessary. While a graduate degree with concentrations in architectural
conservation is preferred, relevant experience in allied fields will be considered. Hands-on experience in
the field of preservation and construction will be regarded above all.
The candidate must have a minimum of 10 years of construction project management and restoration
experience and be familiar with construction project safety requirements. Please disclose any previous
safety training and current certificates.
Salary commensurate with experience. We offer a paid time off, health care stipend, and 401k plan.
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Aeon Preservation Services, LLC is based in Bladensburg, MD, just a few miles from the US Capital (where
we have worked on many projects over the years). Although most of our projects are located in
Washington, DC, we do occasionally travel to places like Key West.
Aeon participates in the government’s E-Verify system. Covid-19 Policy: New or prospective U.S.
employees must provide proof of complete and full vaccination following the latest guidance by the
CDC on their commencement of employment.

HOW TO
APPLY

Send a letter of interest, references, and resume to Lane M. Burritt, Principal Aeon Preservation
Services LLC. If we are interested in your candidacy, we will ask for a writing sample prior to
interviews; a treatment report is preferred.
If qualifications do not meet the minimum standards for the position, you will not be contacted.

ADDRESS

4703 Annapolis Road
Bladensburg, MD 20710
info@aeonpreservation.com
Phone: 301-467-8734, Fax: 301-563-9309
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